
COMBO FRAME
The Combo frame is the most appropriate solution to bring versatility and efficiency to 

your blister line.

Indeed, this unique concept, patented by Elizabeth Europe in 2005 allows using a number 

of different solutions on the same blister line without having to manipulate bases.
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... numerous solutions

Elizabeth Europe, expert tooling partner for pharmaceutical industry; European Production site 
of the Elizabeth Companies (Pharmaceutical tooling World leader).
Elizabeth Europe has a turnover of 12 million euros, has a staff composed of 100 people, and 
has 4 sectors : Compression tooling (1st in France, 650 customers in Europe), Blister tooling (1st 
in France, 300 customers in Europe), Press parts (1st in France, 50 % of French market) and Eliza-
Press (rotary press). 
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Technical
Description

BB2

The functioning principle of the Combo v2.0 is based on the use of interfaces that helps fitting the feeding 
solutions (steady ramp for instance) on the Combo frame.
Each interface fits easily and rapidly on the frame, without any tool, and ensures both electrical and pneumatic 
connections.
The feeding formats are then fixed on the interface the same way that on a classic Combo or our dedicated 
frames, which means without any tool.
With the use of interfaces, the Combo frame becomes a dedicated frame, with all the benefits that it brings: easy 
to clean, possibility to clean as a background task, interchangeability between different lines...
In addition, this design allows the creation of a large number of interfaces in order to reuse existing feeders on a 
line.

The frame :
The electromechanical frame, intended to stay on the blister machine, is wired to the blister line using an electrical 
cabinet that ensure the synchronisation of the feeding solutions with the blister line.
A separated touch screen (installed close to the operator) allows the control of the different feeders (fig. 1).
The frame owns all the features that are common to the different feeding systems :
- the use of digital counters for a precise and reproductible positioning of the feeders (fig. 2),
- the control of the different actuators used in the interfaces (motors, vibrating devices, air cylinders etc),
- the control of the products input (primary feeder can be realized separately by Elizabeth Europe)
- the control of the programmable pneumatic outputs,
...
See following page for an overview of all the characteristics.
A stainless steel electrical cabinet (to be installed on the blister line) allows the control of all the functions of the 
Combo frame (fig. 3).

The interfaces :
The interfaces include all the actuators necessary for each feeding solution.
The electrical and pneumatic connections are automatically ensured when fixing the interface on the frame, using 
«harting» elements (fig. 4).

The main features of the Combo frame are :
- a unique frame for different feeding solutions, intended to stay on the machine
- a control of different feeding solutions centralized on a touch screen (external)
- a quick format change, also when changing the feeding solution

The Combo v2.0 optimizes this concept and allows the use of a large number of feeding solutions thanks to its new 
design.

Functioning principle :

Combo fitted with a tube feeding solution

fig. 4fig. 2fig.1 fig. 3
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* A «mobile carriage option» allows using in an optimal way all the feeding solutions proposed by Elizabeth Europe:
   the «continuous» feeding solutions as well as the «discontinuous» feeding solutions.

New features of Combo v2.0 vs original Combo :
- A more compact frame, including mobile carriage (option)
- Two separate areas (feeder - final brush) for easier 
adjustments of the feeders
- Adjustement of the feeder (foil direction)
- An improved access for easier maintenance operations
- A design that makes the frame easier to clean,
- Upgradable frame : the options can be installed at anytime, 
using kits.
- Evolutive system: the new design allows the development 
and installation of any new interface, even if not considered 
initially when purchasing the frame.

Technical characteristics of the Combo v2.0

Original Combo with  a steady ramp solution

Technical
Description

Implantation-ergonomy  
 Frame in hard anodized aluminum Yes 
 Control of the different features via separated touch screen Yes 
 Stainless steel electrical cabinet Yes 
 Automatic connection of the interfaces (electrically and pneumatically) Yes  (except deposit drum) 
 Fitting of the interfaces without any tool Yes 
Adjustements  
 Manuel adjustement of the feeding position (along X = foil direction) with indication of the position 200mm stroke 
 Mobile carriage* driven with servomotor (200mm stroke) In option 
 Separated height adjustments for feeders and brushes with digital counters Yes 
 Tranversal adjustement of the feeders (along Y = perpendicular to foil direction) with digital counter Yes 
Specific functions  
 Control of the Elizabeth Europe primary feeder (available in option)) Yes 
Control for standard interfaces  
 Feeding interfaces can integrate the following actuators :  
 - gear motors Up to 6 
 - vibrating devices Up to 2 
 Brush interface can integrate the following actuators :  
 - gear motors Up to 2 
 Pneumatic outputs for blowing 2 including 1 with pressure control 
 Programmable pneumatic outputs (necessary for driven release) 4 outputs in option 
Control for specific interfaces  
 Compatibility with Elizabeth Europe high speed feeder and tube feeder In option 
 Servomotor for deposit drum In option 
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ELIZABETH EUROPE    Ph. : +33 (0)2 54 90 21 20
ZI Les Gailletrous     Fax : +33 (0)2 54 74 75 26
Rue Mickaël Faraday     E-mail : service@elizeurope.com
41260 LA CHAUSSÉE SAINT VICTOR - FRANCE   www.elizeurope.com

Due to continued updating of our equipment, the texts, illustrations and technical specifications mentioned on these pages are illustrative only and are subject to change without notice.

Elizabeth Europe has 20 years experience in thermoforming tooling as well as in feeding, sorting, vision and packaging. Elizabeth Europe expertise extends to all types of 
blister lines, including the most recent. Elizabeth Europe operates throughout Europe with the responsiveness of a flexible and efficient structure.  Elizabeth Europe : the 
security of a global group with all advantages of a local supplier.  
Elizabeth Europe technical office is available to develop tailor-made solutions for even the most challenging products.
Efficient technical support, available on any site in Europe.

BLISTER TOOLING IN SHORT


